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ABSTRACT

A COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH FOR SNP DISCOVERY
Othman Al-Razgan, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2013
Dissertation Director: Dr. Lakshmi Matukumalli

The advent of the next-generation sequencing has revolutionized the ability of cattle
genomics researchers to sequence many animals from a wide diversity of cattle breeds
enabling extraction of high resolution genotypic data. Using these data to understand the
relationship between the phenotypes and genotypes will enable significant improvements
in food production and animal health. However the existing software methods for
analyzing the sequence data and SNP discovery are not flawless and pose as a restriction
for further research. The general objective of this dissertation is to equip the genomics
researchers such as those working in Cattle with advanced computational tools and
techniques, to utilize the ever amplifying accessibility of genome sequence in an effective
manner.

ix

CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

1.1 Introduction
One of the most significant objectives of International Bovine HapMap (Gibbs et al.
2009) Consortium was the generation of genotypic data from a wide diversity of cattle
breeds throughout the world using high density (single nucleotide polymorphism) SNP
assays. The international cattle research community has been expanding its energy on this
project because of the obvious enormous influence that bovine genetic variation has on
food productivity and animal health. The impetus for understanding genetic diversity in
cattle emerged from the parallel project in the human genome community in sequencing
the genome and understanding the genetic diversity. The human genomics scientific
community is using the large scale sequencing, genotype and phenotype data to learn
about the underlying genetic sources of various diseases, and diverse phenotypes. The
other motivation behind genome sequencing and SNP genotyping of other large domestic
animals is to evaluate for shared traits where genetic information from the veterinary
domain can be extrapolated to human medicine.
The obvious implication of genomics research is that the understanding the genetic
variation helps in developing genomic prediction and use them for animal selection for
improving animal health and productivity (VanRaden 2008; Cole et al. 2009) in the
interest of humanity. For increasing the accuracy of genetic predictions higher density
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SNP assays are required. Hence bovine genome researchers used next generation
sequencing for SNP discovery (Curtis P Van Tassell et al. 2008) from whole genome
sequencing of more than 150 animals. There are many problems with the current SNP
discovery methods because the features for defining SNP are arbitrary, in addition to misalignments in local sequence assemblies.
In genomic applications the huge dimensionality of the data promoted the usage of Feature
Selection (FS) especially to eliminate weak features, increase speed, and reduce complexity
(Kung, Luo, and Mak 2008). FS also known as feature reduction and attribute selection is
an algorithm applied to filter relevant features to reduce dimensionality and to provide
better classification accuracy (Jain and Chandrasekaran 1982). FS has been applied to
many applications such as weather prediction, stock market analysis, biomedical imaging
and diagnosis, machine vision, computer games and virtual reality, customer knowledge,
aerospace systems and quality Control. Additionally, FS gained scholars attention in the
field of bioinformatics (Shah and Kusiak 2004; Phuong, Lin, and Altman 2005; Lakshmi
Matukumalli et al. 2006).

1.2 Feature Subset Selection
Given an original feature set which defines and describes a target comprising n features,
"Feature Subset Selection" (FSS) is a mechanism to identify and select the best subset.
Put in logical terms, the FSS process takes as input the original feature set with n
features, and produces as output a feature subset of size m features, where m being << n,
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in such a way that despite the reduced size the original feature set is still represented in
the new subset.

1.2.1 Relevance of Feature Subset Selection
FSS essentially comes under a class of what is known as dimensionality reduction (DR)
techniques, which comprises two broad approaches to reduce the dimensionality of data:
1. Transformation-based techniques such as Feature Extraction (FE), and
2. Selection based techniques, which FSS falls into.
FE techniques take the approach of linear algebra transformations to reduce data
dimensionality, such as Principal Component Analysis (Bishop 2006) and Independent
Component Analysis (Kolenda & Hansen 1999), FSS takes the approach of deploying
statistics to identify and eliminate features from n that are extraneous in the original
feature set, in order to arrive at m. These features do not have any bearing on the inputoutput characteristics. Examples of FSS techniques include filtering out such features,
deployed by Yang and Pedersen (Yiming Yang & Pedersen 1997) and wrapping the
features around the classifier used (Kohavi & John 1997).
Following are the benefits:
1. According to Dash and Liu, deploying FSS significantly impacts the learning task
in terms of both efficiency and accuracy. The final classification model becomes
more comprehensible as a result. Because m << n and still the subset manages to
retain the original representation that n was providing, it makes the development
of the classifier more cost-effective and also simpler.
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2. Data generation is usually carried out using certain core processes; FSS allows
discernment of better insight into these processes.
A tradeoff to applying FSS is that the modeling task becomes more complex by one more
dimension, at the preprocessing level. Further, according to Liu and Yu (Huan Liu & Yu
2005) a classifier may become less accurate after an FSS applied subset is generated,
making it more vulnerable to the phenomenon of overfitting1.

1.2.2 Procedure for Selecting Best Feature Subset
Several researchers - most notably Kohavi and John (Kohavi & John 1997), Dash and Liu
(M. Dash & H. Liu 1997), Liu and Yiu (Huan Liu & Yu 2005) and Liu (Huan Liu et al.
2005) have outlined the following procedure for selecting the best subset of m features
out of the original set of n features (See Figure 1-1):
1. Generate a candidate feature subset, with the help of some search process.
2. Evaluate the generated subset with the help of some criterion. Measure the
goodness of the features that have been produced. Compare the newly generated
subset with the earlier subsets generated if any. If the new subset of features
appears to be superior, discard the earlier subset.
3. Apply the stopping criterion with which to terminate the search for the best
subset.
4. Validate the newly created subset using a validation protocol.

1

Overfitting is the phenomenon of the training data getting over-trained resulting in the inability of the
model to classify unseen examples in a correct manner.
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Figure 1-1: Feature Selection Procedure

1.2.2.1 Procedure to Generate Feature Subset
The procedure to generate a candidate feature subset is centered on heuristic search with
the twin attributes of a search starting point and the search strategy deployed.
A typical search starting point may be set by either a) forward search, wherein one begins
with an empty feature subset and new features are successively added, or b) backward
search, wherein one begins with a full feature set and features are successively removed,
or c) select a candidate feature subset randomly from amongst the n features.
The search strategies are usually one of the following as shown in figure 1-2 (Huan Liu &
Yu 2005):
1. Complete search strategy: In this strategy, for a feature set with n features, all the
2N candidate subsets are generated. An instance of strategies that aim to generate
a comprehensive list of candidate subsets is the branch and bound search strategy,
proposed by Narendra and Fukunaga (Narendra & Fukunaga 1977). Another
instance, is the Beam search strategy proposed by Doak (Doak 1992), which is a
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variation of the Best First Search (BFS), and uses a bounded queue to put a
restriction on the search space.
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Figure 1-2: Search Strategies
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2. Sequential strategy: Some popular instances of sequential search strategies are: a)
forward selection, wherein to an empty feature subset is added a best feature
successively till the stopping criterion is satisfied (Huan Liu & Motoda 1998); b)
backward elimination, wherein from a full feature set is removed a currently
worst feature successively, till we are left with a subset which is either empty or
for which a predefined performance effectiveness measure is found to be
degraded (Huan Liu & Motoda 1998), and c) bidirectional selection, where a
feature subset is initialized to empty, full or randomly populated with features,
and then either a best current feature is added, or a worst current feature is
removed, until the stopping criterion is fulfilled (Doak 1992; Huan Liu & Motoda
1998). A major disadvantage of the forward selection and backward elimination
method has been that once selected (removed), a feature cannot be later removed
(selected). Pudil, Novovicova and Kittler (Pudil et al. 1994) have proposed a
"floating search" algorithm to address this issue.
3. Random strategy: Some instances of search algorithms that apply the random
strategy are a) random-start hill-climbing (HC), which first generates initial nodes
randomly, and next conducts HC searches on the nodes (Doak 1992); b) simulated
annealing (SA), which is essentially a stochastic optimization technique designed
to filter out local maxima (Henderson et al. 2003); c) genetic algorithm (GA)
which is essentially an optimization algorithm with its foundation in Darwinian
Natural Selection principles and which can determine optimal feature subsets
(Goldberg 1989; Grefenstette 1993; J. Yang & Honavar 1998; L. Zhang et al.
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2005); d) Ant colony optimization (ACO) which is also an optimization algorithm
with its basis in the study of real ant colonies (Al-Ani 2005; Sivagaminathan &
Ramakrishnan 2007); and finally e) there are other algorithms which are
optimization-driven in nature, such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (X.
Wang et al. 2007), Shuffled Frog Leaping (SFL) (Eusuff & Lansey 2003), and
Memetic Algorithm (MA) (Zhu et al. 2007), which may be applied to generate an
optimal feature subset.
A brief reflection of the search strategies discussed above reveals that strategies based on
comprehensive search are capable of generating the most optimal subset, albeit they are
expensive to implement. Strategies based on sequential search may not yield optimal
subsets, but they are simple to implement and not time-intensive. On the other hand,
strategies based on random techniques may escape local maxima or minima, but their
parameters can be difficult to refine. The implication here is that search strategies for
generating the right feature subset have an inherent element of tradeoff between
optimality and complexity.

1.2.2.2 Procedure to Evaluate Feature Subset
The evaluation of the feature subset generated by the previous stage returns a measure of
its "goodness". The goodness for a subset is compared with that of a subset generated
earlier, in order to reject a subset with less goodness.
The procedure for evaluation involves implementation of either of the following
techniques:
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1. Deployment of "Filters": As per this technique, the evaluation of the candidate
subset’s utilization is done by using the “information content” of the Candidate
subset. Examples of measuring the evaluation are mainly distance measures,
information measures and also dependency measures and consistency measures.
Distance measures can also be termed as “separability, divergence, or
discriminationmeasures”.Incaseofatwo-class problem, one feature X is usually
preferred to another feature Y, but if X can induce a larger difference between the
“two-class conditional probabilities” than Y, because we are trying to find
particular feature that can isolate the two classes as distant as possible. X and Y
are practically indistinguishable if the exact difference between them is zero.
Information measures are usually determined by the information obtained from a
feature. The information obtained from a particular feature X is usually defined as
the particular difference between the previous uncertainty and the expected
subsequent uncertainty using X. Feature X is considered over feature Y, only
when the information gained from X is greater than that from Y.
Dependency measures are also termed as correlation measures and similarity
measures. They are used to measure the ability to assume the value of a particular
variable while using the value of another. In feature selection required for the
purpose of classification, it is looked for how strongly a class associates a feature.
A feature X is given preference over feature Y, if the association existing between
feature X and class C is greater than the association between Y and class C. In
feature selection for the purpose of clustering, the association between two
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unrelated random features determines the proper similarity between them (M.
Dash & H. Liu 1997).
There is a basic characteristic difference between Consistency measures and the
above measures because of their heavy dependence on the class information and
the usage of the Min-Features bias in choosing a “subset of features”. These
measures aim to determine a minimum number of features that can isolate classes
as regularly as a complete set of features. When two instances have the same
feature values in different class labels, an inconsistency can be derived.
2. Deployment of "Wrappers": In this technique, the candidate subset's predictive
accuracy for a predetermined classifier is evaluated. The accuracy of the classifier
may be used to measure the goodness of the given subset, using an n-fold crossvalidation process2.

1.2.2.3 Procedure to Stop Feature Subset Selection Process
Some instances of criteria for stopping the FSS selection process are as follows:
1. Based on the quality of a specified feature selection: the FSS process terminates
a) when the classifier's effectiveness achieves a predefined threshold value, such
as accuracy to certain extent, precision, recall value, etc; or b) when the

2

In cross-validation, a dataset is divided into x subsets. The performance of a classifier that has been
trained on x-1 subsets is tested on one particular subset. The performance of each of the several classifiers
is thus estimated on the given dataset. The best classifier that emerges is then chosen to be trained for the
entire volume of data.
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classifier's "mean square error" degrades to a value below the predefined
threshold.
2. Based on FSS convergence: the FSS process stops when any newly selected
feature does not produce a significant improvement in the quality of the subset.
3. Based on predefined number of iterations.
4. Based on reaching a predefined number of features (m) of the subset.

1.2.2.4 Procedure to Validate Feature Subset Selection
A typical procedure to validate the quality of a feature subset that has passed the earlier
stages is to measure the effectiveness of the classifier. This is done by comparing the
effectiveness of the classifier trained on all features versus that trained on a subset of
features that has emerged from the FSS process. An important parameter to be borne in
mind at this stage is the overall cost of computing.

1.2.3 Comparison between Filters and Wrappers
The two main approaches that have dominated machine learning literature are the Filter
approach (Manoranjan Dash et al. 2002) and the Wrapper approach (Kohavi & John
1997).
Wrapper FSS techniques demand a higher computing cost than Filter FSS techniques
(Blum & Langley 1997; Manoranjan Dash et al. 2002). The tradeoff is that Wrapper
techniques also tend to give more accurate classifier than do Filter techniques (Doak
1992).
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The issue of which FSS approach is right is decided by the following two factors: a) data
size: the Filter technique is preferred for large data sizes, and heuristic search strategies
are chosen over complete search strategies; and b) data consistency: it has been found
that some FSS techniques work better for consistent and not for noisy data.
On the other hand, hybrid-FSS techniques have evolved that combine the best elements
of both Filter and Wrapper approaches (Xing et al. 2001; Das 2001). These techniques
deploy an independent measure such as chi-square and also the effectiveness of a
classifier C, which in turn lead to a better FSS.
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Table 1-1: Comparison between Filter & Wrapper Approaches
FSS Approach
Advantages
Disadvantages
Wrapper
Wrapper FSS techniques Wrapper approach is slower
yield
more
effective because
it
trains
a
classification.
predefined classifier for each
feature subset.

Wrapper methods have the
capability to interact with
classifiers.
Wrapper techniques are not
vulnerable to local optima.
The advantage of overfitting
Wrapper approach clearly is possible only when there
avoids overfitting because it is no cross fitting.
uses cross-validation.
Because
Wrapper
FSS
approach trains a predefined
Wrapper approach can classifier, the feature subset
elegantly model feature that emerges works best
dependencies.
only for that particular
classifier.

Filter

Wrapper approach is more
computationally intensive.
Filter FSS approach arrives
Filter FSS approach does not
at results faster than
give a solution which may
Wrapper approach. Filter
be considered better than
FSS approach involves less Wrapper.
Filter
FSS
computational complexity.
approach puts the onus of
deciding the number of
Filter FSS approach has no features for a subset on the
interaction
with
any user.
particular
classifier.
Therefore, the features that
emerge in the subset Filter approach does not
selected
using
Filter consider interaction with
approach work well with a the classifier at all.
wider range of classifiers.
Filter approach is scalable.
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1.2.3.1 Filter Algorithm
The Algorithms which are contained inside the filter model can be represented with the
help of a filter algorithm which is generalized (illustrated in Table 1-2). For a given data
set (say D), the algorithm initiates the search from another subset S0 which can be an
empty set, a full set, or a randomly selected subset and searches through the present
feature space following a particular search strategy. Each obtained subset S’s calculated
with the help of an independent measure M and compared to the best subset derived
earlier. If it resulted to be better, it is declared as the present best subset. There is a
predefined Stopping Criterion δ (as illustrated in Section 1.2.2.3) the attending of which
will terminate the search iteration. The result of algorithm is the most recent best subset
Sbest. The variation of the search strategies and evaluation measures shown in the
algorithm, different distinct algorithms within the filter model can be designed. The filter
model does not inherit any of the biases of a mining algorithm as it applies an
independent criteria for evaluation without the involvement of any particular mining
algorithm, and is also very efficient computationally (Huan Liu & Yu 2005).
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Table 1-2: Illustrated Filter Algorithm
Input has to be D(F0, F1, ..., Fn−1) which is training data set containing N features, S0 a
subset to be used as the start search point, δ is a particular stopping criterion and output is
supposed to be: Sbest
Start
Sbest = S0
γbest = eval(S0,D,M) // S0 is to be evaluated by an independent measure M
do
S = generate(D) // a subset for evaluation is to be generated
γ = eval(S,D,M) // the current set S is to be evaluated by measure M
if (γ is better than γbest)
γbest = γ
Sbest = S
end until (δ is reached)
return Sbest
end

1.2.3.2 Wrapper Algorithm
A generalized wrapper algorithm as illustrated in Table 1.3 has a high proportion of
similarity with the filter algorithm which is generalized except that instead of M which is
an independent measure, it utilizes a previously defined mining algorithm A for subset
evaluation. For each subset S that is generated, it evaluates its utility by the application of
the mining algorithm to the data using a feature subset S and evaluating the mined results
for their quality. Hence separate mining algorithms will result in separate results of
feature selection. By the variation of the search strategies via the mining algorithms (A)
and the function which is generate (D), different wrapper algorithms are resulted. Since
mining algorithms are used to regulate the choice of feature subsets, the wrapper model
usually gives better performance as feature subsets found are better matched to the pre-
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calculated mining algorithm. As a consequence, it also exceeds filter model by
computational expenses (Huan Liu & Yu 2005).

Table 1-3: Illustrated Wrapper Algorithm
Input will be D(F0, F1, ..., Fn−1) which is a training data set that contains N features, S0
which is a subset that will serve as the search start point and δ which is a stopping
criterion the optimal output should be Sbest
Start
Sbest = S0
γbest = eval(S0,D,A) // S0 is to be evaluated by a mining algorithm A
do
S = generate(D) // a subset for evaluation is to be generated
γ = eval(S,D,A) // the current set S is to be evaluated by A
if (γ is better than γbest)
γbest = γ
Sbest = S
end until (δ is reached)
return Sbest
end

1.2.3.3 Hybrid Algorithm
To handle large data sets, the hybrid model is advised to make use of the previous two
models without the pre-determination of a stopping criterion. A typical hybrid algorithm
as shown in Table 1-4, uses of a measure which is independent and a mining algorithm to
find out the value of feature subsets. To decide the perfect subsets for a specified
cardinality, the independent measure is used whereas to select the subset which is the
final best among current best subsets across different cardinalities the mining algorithm is
used. Basically, the search is initiated from a given subset S0 (most often an empty set in
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forward selection which is Sequential) and repeats to search for the subsets that are best
at each increasing cardinality. In each iteration for a best subset having the cardinality c,
it searches through all probable subsets of cardinality c + 1 by adding one feature from
the remaining features. Each newly generated subset S having cardinality c + 1 is
measured by an independent measure M and compared with the last best one. If S is
better, it becomes the current best subset, which is

at level c + 1. When each

iteration comes to an end, a mining algorithm A is to be applied on

at the level c +1

and the quality of the mined result θ is compared with the best subset quality at level c. If
is better, the algorithm keeps finding the best subset for the next level; else, it
terminates and outputs the most recent best subset as the finalized best subset. A natural
stopping criterion in the hybrid model is provided by the quality of the result of a mining
algorithm (Huan Liu & Yu 2005).
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Table 1-4: Illustrated Hybrid Algorithm
Input will be D(F0, F1, ..., Fn−1) which is a training data set that contains N features, S0
which is a subset that will serve as the search start point and δ which is a stopping
criterion the optimal output should be Sbest
Start
Sbest = S0
c0 = card(S0) // cardinality of S0 is to be calculated
γbest = eval(S0,D,M) // S0 is to be evaluated by an independent measure M
θ best = eval(S0,D,A) // S0 is to be evaluated by a mining algorithm A
for c = c0 + 1 to N
for i = 0 to N − c
S = Sbest ∪ {F j} // a subset with cardinality c for evaluation is generated
γ = eval(S,D,M) // the current set S is to be evaluated by measure M
if (γ is better than γbest)
γbest = γ
=S
end
θ = eval(
,D,A) // evaluate
by A
if (θ is better than θ best)
Sbest =
θ best = θ
else
break and return Sbest
end
return Sbest
end

1.3 Machine Learning
Machine learning examines the process of writing program with a learning capability and
is often used for prediction or classification in data mining. In machine learning, a
prediction is done by the computer and learns about the feedback of the prediction if it is
correct or not. Learning is done through example and domain knowledge as well.
Depending on this feedback, prediction is made when the computer comes across similar
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situations. In machine learning, statistics hold a very important position as the prediction
results should be statistically significant and its performance should be better than any
naïve prediction. Speech recognition, training moving robots, classification of
astronomical structures, and game playing are the applications that typically involve
machine learning. A model such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) or Naïve Bayes (NB)
is used to represent the data when machine learning is applied to a data mining task.
When the computer is learning a sample of that database is fed to the system to properly
perform the expected task. Then this system is applied to the actual database to perform a
real task. This predictive modeling approach is performed in two phases. In the first
phase which is the training phase, a sample data is used to create a model to proxy the
actual database. This model is posed as a representative of the actual database for future
reference. Once the model is created, it is applied to the remaining and future data, which
is in the testing phase.
Several major aspects are included in a basic machine learning procedure. The first
requirement is an appropriate training set. The learning curve of the program depends on
the quality of the training data. Moreover, the type of feedback generated is very
important. When a direct feedback evokes specific information about the results and
outcome of each database state and move, an indirect feedback resides in a higher level
without any exact information about moves or predictions. If the learning program
proposes actual moves or database states, then it is another major aspect. Another
important feature which impacts the learning quality is that, how well the training sets
represent the overall system to be examined finally. For instance, if a speech recognition
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program is to be designed, it is expected that during the learning period, the system is fed
with as many samples of speech patterns as it will come across while actual performance.
Two different types of machine learning are there: Supervised Learning and
Unsupervised Learning. The learning method of supervised approach is based on
examples. Given a combination of training set of data and correct answers the model
applies each entry in the training set one by one. If the model handles each of the entries
correctly, then it will be changed to ensure that it works with the same degree of
corrigibility when applied again. As many entries will be there, the model will have the
idea of the correct behavior of any potential entry. In case of unsupervised approach data
is there, but they lack the knowledge of the correct behavior of the entries made (Dunham
2002).

1.4 Classification
To map the data to a predefined group or classes, we need classifications. Since classes
are determined before the data is examined, this is considered supervised learning.
Medical diagnosis, loan approval, image and pattern recognition, classifying market
trends in finance and detecting flaws in industrial applications can typically exemplify
classification applications. Prediction and estimation may also be taken as categories of
classification. Someone assuming your age or guessing the number of marbles in a jar are
actual problems of classification. Prediction can be contemplated as classifying an
attribute value into the most probable set of classes. When prediction is viewed as
forecasting a continuous value, classification forecasts discrete values.
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All methods to perform classification assume certain data knowledge. Many a time,
development of some particular parameters for the techniques uses a training set.
Training data includes both sample input data and the classification assignment of the
same. Helps from domain Experts may also be needed to carry out the process. The
classification definition (Dunham 2002) is shown in Table 1-5:

Table 1-5: Classification Definition
If we are supplied with a database D = {t1, t2,…, tn} where these are tuples, items or
records, and some classes C = {C1,…, Cn), the classification problem is to actually define
a mapping denoted by f : D  C where each ti is assigned to exactly one class. A class
called Cj contains only the tuples that are mapped to it. Hence Cj = {ti | f (ti) = Cj,1≤i ≤
n, and ti D}.

The definition of classification from our perspective is the mapping of data from database
to a set of classes. It is to be noted that classes partition the database, are non-overlapping
and are predefined. Each tuple in the database should be assigned to one and only one
class. The classes that reside for a classification problem are no doubt equivalence
classes. In reality, the problem usually is implemented in two phases:
1. A specific model has to be created by the evaluation of training data. This step has
training data including defined classification for each tuple as input and gets a
developed definition of the model as the output. The training data is classified
with utmost accuracy with the help of the model developed.
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2. The created model in step 1 is applied to classify the tuples from specific
database.
Although the actual classification is done in the second step (As per the definition in table
1-5), most of the research are made on the first step, and the result is derived from Step 2
straight away.
There are three basic methods that used to solve a problem of classification (Kennedy
1997).


Specifying boundaries: In this method classification is performed by categorizing
the input space of potential database tuples into regions and each region is
associated to one particular class.



Using probability distributions: If there is a class Cj, then we get the Probability
Distribution Function (PDF) P (ti | Cj) here the PDF is evaluated for the class at a
particular point ti. If P(Cj) is known, which is the probability of occurrence for
every class or if P(Cj) is calculated by an expert of the domain, then we can use
P(Cj)P(ti | Cj) for estimating the probability that ti in lying in the class Cj.



Using posterior probabilities: If we are supplied with a specific data value ti, then
our job is to find out the probability that ti falls in class Cj. It can be represented
by P(Cj | ti) and it is termed as posterior probability. One way for classification is
to calculate the probabilities of each and every class and the class that has the
highest probability will be assigned the data value ti.

The most threatening issue associated with classification is that of over-fitting. If the
classification data is exactly fitted in to the training set, it will be difficult for it to be
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utilized for wider population of data. Suppose the training set has erroneous or noisy data,
then fitting of this data is not acceptable.

1.5 Bayes Theorem
Most of the learning algorithms are based on Bayesian probabilistic approach (Nilsson
1996). The essence of this approach is Bayes theorem. Information about a data
distribution is extracted by studying the data that follow the distribution. Given a set of
data X = {x1,…..,xn}, the job is to discover the properties of distribution from which the
set derives. As defined in table 1-6, Bayes rule is the process to estimate the likelihood of
a property when a set of data is given as testimony.

Table 1-6: Bayes Rule

According to Bayes Rule or Bayes Theorem, P(h1|xi) is known as the posterior
probability whereas P(h1) is called the prior probability which is connected to the
hypothesis h1. P(xi) is the probability that defines the number of occurrences of the
particular data value xi. P(xi|h1) is a conditional probability which is satisfied by a tuple if
a hypothesis is given.
Where there are a number of hypotheses and the number is denoted by m,
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∑
Thus, we have

Bayes rule lets us assign particular probabilities to the given hypotheses if a particular
data value, P(hj|xi) is given. Each xi might be a data label or an attribute value. The hi
values can attribute values or a set of particular attribute values which can be a range, or
it can actually be a combination of different attribute values.

1.6 Evaluation Measures
Many different measures exist to determine the performance of the classification
algorithms. Typical performance measures include accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
specificity, balanced accuracy (BAC), balanced error rate (BER) area under the ROC
curve (AUC) and F-score. This subsection will briefly examine the evaluation measures
that were used.

1.6.1 Accuracy and Precision
The performance of the classification algorithm is generally examined on the basis of the
accuracy of the classification. Accuracy represents the percentage of predictions that are
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correct (Dunham 2002). Correct predictions are depicted in the upper left and lower right
in table 1-7.
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Table 1-7: Class Prediction

True Positive (TP)

False Negative (FN)

False Positive (FP)

True Negative (TN)

The formula for accuracy is:

Precision is the rate of correct positive predictions against all positive prediction results.
The formula for precision is:

1.6.2 Sensitivity and Specificity
Sensitivity and specificity are very popular performance measures. Sensitivity (also
called recall rate) is the rate of correctly predicted positive predictions to the total number
of positive predications. In terms of accuracy, sensitivity is the accuracy for positive
class. The formula for sensitivity is:
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Specificity is the rate of true negatives with respect to the total number of negative
predications. In other words, specificity is the accuracy for the negative class. The
formula for specificity is:

1.6.3 Balanced Accuracy and Balanced Error Rate
Balanced accuracy (BAC) is an attempt to derive one single metric from sensitivity and
specificity where it does not depend on relation between the number of positive and
negative predictions. The formula is calculated as an arithmetic mean of sensitivity and
specificity:

The formula for balanced error rate (BER) is:

1.6.4 F-score
F-score (or F1-score) is the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity (recall). The
formula of F-score is:

The more general formula for Fβ is:
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Fβ is designated to match the effectiveness of a positive class prediction for the case
whensensitivity(recall)isβtimesmoreimportantthanprecision (Rijsbergen 1979).

1.6.5 ROC curve
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) was initially developed during World War II for
detecting enemy objects by radar engineers. Today, ROC analysis is widely used in
medicine, biometrics, machine learning and data mining research.
ROC curve is the curve in a two-dimensional space with sensitivity and (1-specificity)
coordinates. Each point corresponds for a particular decision threshold in the task of
binary classification. Figure 1-3 depicts the probability distributions for two classes and
the decision threshold.
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Figure 1-3: Classification threshold (Nilsson 1996)

The ROC curve is illustrated below in Figure 1-4. The bisect of the first quarter is the line
of random guess (or no-discrimination line). The more distance from the point to this
line, the better the classifier performance, and the smaller distance is the worse
performance. The formula for no-discrimination line is:

In other words, BAC = 0.5. The area above this line corresponds to the case when BAC >
0.5, the higher the distance to this line, the greater the BAC value. The area under this
curve corresponds to the case when BAC < 0.5.
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Figure 1-4: ROC curve (Provost and Fawcett 1997)

1.6.6 Area under curve
Area under Curve (AUC) (Swets 1996; Fawcett 2006) is a performance measure
algorithm based on the area under the ROC curve. While other evaluation measures take
into account the class prediction, AUC is based on ranking the properties of the classifier.
AUC is equal to the probability that randomly chosen positive class instance is ranked
higher than a randomly chosen negative one. The formula to compute approximation of
AUC (Hand and Till 2001) is:
(

(

))
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Where n0 and n1 are the set of positive testing instances and negative testing instances
respectively, S0 is the sum of ranks for positive instances.

1.7 Classification Algorithms
There are various classification algorithms in the literatures. We chose two different
algorithms: Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes (NB). The following
subsection will explain the algorithms that were used.

1.7.1 Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) came into picture in the year 1992 when introduced by
Boser, Guyon, and Vapnik in COLT-92 (Cortes and Vapnik 1995; Vapnik 1999). SVMs
are a supervised set of particular learning methods related to each other and are used for
mainly classification and also regression. They are a part of a family of generalized linear
classifiers. In another term, SVM is a tool for predicting classification and regression,
using machine learning theory to amplify predictive accuracy while automatically
avoiding over alignment to the data. SVMs can be defined as systems that are fed with a
learning algorithm from optimization theory implementing a learning bias which has
been derived from statistical learning theory and utilize hypothesis space of linear
functions within a high dimensional feature space. Since the initial days SVM had been
immensely popular inside the NIPS community and it is now an active part of the
research regarding machine learning around the world. SVM turns extremely useful while
using pixel maps for input; it gives better accuracy comparable to advanced neural
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networks with elaborated features in a handwriting recognition task. Many applications
such as hand writing analysis, face analysis and so forth use SVM, The bedrocks of
Support Vector Machines (SVM) had been laid by Vapnik (Vapnik 1999) and gained
fame for its many extraordinary features such as better observational performance.
Although, traditionally SVMs were developed to solve the classification problem, it has
recently broadened its horizon in solving regression problems (Vapnik, Golowich, and
Smola 1996).
The statistical learning theory creates a framework for studying the problem of gaining
information,“makingpredictionsanddecisionsfromasetofdata”.Inlayman’sterms,it
helps in selecting the hyperplane space in a way that it approximately represents the
function that is underlying in the target space. In the statistical learning theory the
supervised learning problem is contrived as follows. Given a set of training data {(x1,
y1)...(x1, y1)} in Rn × R is sampled as per an unknown probability distribution P(x, y), and
a particular loss function V(y, f(x)) that evaluates the error, for a given x, f(x) is assumed
without using its actual value y. The problem remains in finding a function f that
minimizes the expectation of the new data error that is, determining a function f that
decrements the error that is expected: ∫ (

)

(Evgeniou and Pontil

2000).
In case of statistical modeling it is recommended to choose a model from the hypothesis
space, which is nearest (with respect to a random error measures) to the underlying
function within the target space (Jakkula 2006).
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Previously, machine learning algorithms targeted to learn representations of simple
functions. Hence, the aim was to output a hypothesis that performed the correct
categorization of the training data and early learning algorithms were designed to derive
such an accurate alignment to the data. This ability of a hypothesis to accurately classify
data which are not present in the training set is termed as its generalization. In terms of
over generalization SVM’s performance is way better. Another thing deserves
observation is to determine where to create the best trading complexity trade-off with the
number of epochs; the illustration below in Figure 1-5 brings to enlighten more
information about this.

Figure 1-5: Number of Epochs vs. Complexity (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000;
Mitchell 1997)
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Now let us focus in an example. Here the data in Figure 1-6 is plotted and tried to be
classified. What is seen here is that there are many hyperplanes which are able to classify
it. But which hyperplane should be better?

Figure 1-6: Which hyperplane is better? (Moore 2003)

The above illustration contains umpteen linear classifiers or hyperplanes that isolate the
data. However, only one of these classifiers is able to achieve maximum isolation. The
reason it is needed is, if a hyperplane is used to classify, it can easily turn out to be closer
to a set of datasets compared to other such sets which is not expected thus the concept of
hyperplane which is also known as a maximum margin classifier is contemplated as an
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apparent solution (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000). The coming illustration in Figure
1-7 specifies the maximum margin classifier example which gives a solution to the
aforementioned problem.

Figure 1-7: Maximum margin linear classifier (Moore 2003)

Expression for Maximum margin (Burges 1998) is designated as:

√∑
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The above illustration explains the maximum linear classifier with the maximum range.
As per the context it is one example of a simple linear SVM classifier. The question why
maximum margin might arise? Some of the better explanations include the reason of
better empirical performance. Another reason is that if a small error in location of the
boundary is made, using the maximum range ensures less chance of causing a
misclassification. To avoid local minima and obtain better classification is another
reason. Now we shall try to mathematically express the SVM and strive to present a
linear SVM. SVM’s function is to isolate the data with hyperplane and extend that to
nonlinear boundaries using the method of kernel trick. To calculate the value of SVM, the
target is to classify all the data without errors. For mathematical calculations we are
having,
1. If Yi = +1; wxi + b

1

2. If Yi = -1; wxi + b

1

3. For all i; yi(xi + b)

1

As we can find out as per the above equation, x represents a vector point and w is both
weight and a vector point. Hence to properly isolate the data 1 must always be greater
than zero. Amongst all the probable hyperplanes, SVM chooses the one where distance of
hyperplane is the largest. In case the training data is good all the test vectors are situated
within radius r of the training vector present. In case the selected hyperplane is the
farthest from data, this required hyperplane bisects the lines existing between two closest
points upon the convex hull of the two datasets and also maximizes the margin (Jakkula
2006). Hence we have 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 1-8 : Representation of hyperplanes (Vapnik 1999)

Since x is on the hyperplane, we can find the distance of the nearest point hyperplane to
origin simply by maximizing x. For the other side points we follow the same method.
Solving and subtracting two distances, we are able to get the summed distance from
separating hyperplane to the nearest points. The maximum Margin = M = 2 / ||w||.
Maximising the margin is absolutely the same as minimum. Here we are having a
quadratic optimization problem and we are required to solve for b and w. So that we can
find solution to this, we required to optimize the quadratic function with linear
constraints. The solutionrequiresustocreateadualproblemwhereLanglier’smultiplier
is associated. We are required to find w and b such that
minimized. And for all {(xi, yi)}: yi (w * xi + b)
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.

is

If we solved it: we get that w = ∑

* xi; b = yk- w * xk for any xk such that
∑

the classifying function will have the form:

Now

yi xi * x +b.

1.7.1.1 SVM Representation
The simple formulation for SVM classification is:
‖ ‖ + C∑

yi f(xi)≥1-

, for all i

≥0

SVM classification, Dual formulation:
∑
Variables

∑

∑

yi yj K(xi, xj) 0

∑

=0

are known as slack variables and they measure the error made at the point

(xi, yi). If the number of training points is large, training SVM can become quite difficult
(Burges 1998; Jakkula 2006).

1.7.1.2 Soft Margin Classifier
In real world problems it is impossible to get an exactly isolated line dividing the data
inside the space. We may also have a curved boundary of decision. We may have a
hyperplane that is able to exactly isolate data this is not what we want if the data is noisy.
It is always better for the smooth boundary to be ignorant of a few data points, than be
curved or get rounded in loops around the available outliers. There is a different way to
handle this and the term slack variable is introduced. We already have yi(w’x+b)≥1- :
Sk. This allows a point to lie a small distance Sk on the wrong side of the hyperplane
without violating constraint in any way. There is the possibility of getting large slack
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variables that allow almost any line to isolate the data. In such cases the Lagrangian
variable is introduced to penalize the large slacks.
∑

- 1)+α∑

Here reducing α allows more and more data to end up on the wrong side of the
hyperplane thus will be treated as outliers that produce smooth decision boundary
(Burges 1998; Jakkula 2006).

1.7.1.3 Kernel Trick
In case the data is linear, an isolating hyperplane might be used to divide the data.
However most of the times the data is not linear and datasets are inseparable from each
other. Kernels are used to map the overlapping datasets non-linearly to a highdimensional space. The new mapping will then be linearly separable. Figure 1-9 is able to
illustrate this.
This mapping is defined by the kernel:
(y)
Transforming data into a feature space enables to properly define a similarity measure
based on the dot product. Proper choice of feature space can make pattern recognition
very easy.
〈

〉

〈
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〉

Figure 1-9: Kernels (Mitchell 1997)

We have seen that when we are able to obtain w and b, the problem is solved in case of a
simple linear dataset where data is isolated by a hyperplane. However, the kernel trick
helps SVMs in forming non-linear boundaries (Schölkopf, Burges, and Smola 1998). The
steps are:
a. The algorithm is presented using only the inner products of the present data sets.
This phenomenon is also known as dual problem.
b. Original data passed through non-linear maps forming new data by new
dimensions obtained adding pair wise products of original dimensions to product
vectors.
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c. Rather than the product of these larger vectors and store in table and search later,
we can represent dot product after doing non-linear mapping on the data. This is
the Kernel function.
We have to represent the dot product of the used data vectors. The dot product obtained
from data mapped nonlinearly can be expensive. The kernel trick picks up some suitable
function that corresponds to the dot product of some other nonlinear mapping. Some
commonly used kernel functions are provided later. A kernel is chosen following some
trial and error on the test set and choice of the perfect kernel function based on the
applicationortheparticularproblemwouldgreatlyenhancetheSVM’sperformance.

1.7.1.4 Kernel Functions
Kernel functions let operations to be performed inside the input space rather than the high
dimensional feature space. We require the function to be able to map the attributes from
the inside the input space to the existing feature space. The choice of kernel function
playsasignificantroleinSVM’sperformance.It’sbasedupontheKernelHilbertSpaces.
〈

〉

If K is a symmetric positive definite function, then the kernel is able to express a
legitimate inner product inside the feature space. The training set which is not linearly
separable in the input space is linearly isolated in the feature space. This is what is called
the “Kernel trick”.
The different Kernel functions are as follows:
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1) Polynomial: For nonlinear modelling, a polynomial mapping is the perfect
choice. The second kernel is recommended as it does not let problems like
hessian becoming zero to happen.
〈
〈

〉
〉

2) Gaussian Radial Basis Function: Radial basis function that most usually has a
Gaussian form.
‖

‖

3) Exponential Radial basis Function: This radial basis function provides
piecewise linear solution in cases where discontinuities do not pose a problem.
‖

‖

There are several other Fourier, splines, B-splines, and additive kernels along with many
tensor products (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000).

1.7.1.5 Controlling Complexity in SVM
SVM is a powerful approximation system of training data and is able to generalize well
on given data sets. The complexity of kernel usually affects the performance on newer
datasets. It supports parameters for complexity controlling but it does not let us know
how to set those parameters and hence those are to be determined by the method of cross
validation on provided datasets. Figure 1-10 give us a better explanation.
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Figure 1-10: Complexity control (Moore 2003)

1.7.1.6 Strength & Weakness of SVM
The main strength of SVM is easy training devoid of any need for local optimal. Easily
scalable to high dimensional data and trade-off existing between classifier complexity
and errors can be explicitly controlled. The major weakness is the need for a proper
kernel function (Burges 1998; Jakkula 2006).
Experiments have been carried out using LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR libraries. ChihChung Chang and Chih-Jen Lin were the creators of LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR libraries
and they can be useful for solving both classification and regression problems (Chang
and Lin 2011; Fan et al. 2008).
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1.7.2 Naïve Bayes
Naïve Bayes classifier is based on Bayes theorem which assumes that all the features in a
dataset are mutually independent. This mutual independence of the features is the nativity
of the classifier but native Bayes often performs better than advanced and sophisticated
classification algorithms. In Native Bayes, very less amount of training data is required
for estimation of the parameters necessary for classification. Since features are
independent, only the features’variancesarecalculated for every class (Dunham 2002).
Let us assume

is the feature vector. In order to label x in an M

class which is denoted by

the posterior probability for class

given the

feature vector is P( |x). Native Bayes assigns the feature vector x to class ̂ which has
the highest posterior probability among M classes.
̂=

P( |x)

For each class, the posterior probability P( |x) can be obtained by:

Native Bayes assumes all features to be mutually independent. So the P( |x) values can
also be calculated by:
=∏

)

Here k represents the total number of features. The prior probability of each class P( ),
and P(|x) are usually ignored due to the uniformity and constant assumption (Domingos
and Pazzani 1997). Hence the scoring function can be represented as:
̂=

∏
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1.8 Problem Statement
This dissertation investigates the available FS algorithms and their application in the field
of genomics (e.g. SNPs, gene) in order to develop a hybrid FS method that can be applied
specially for SNP discovery in the cattle genome. The new method will be evaluated using
supervised learning techniques. It is the hope that this work would contribute to the animal
genome research community.
The objectives that will be addressed are:
(1) develop software for analyzing cattle genome sequence data for putative SNP
discovery and exploring genetic variation among the various cattle breeds.
(2) define and extract a set of features for SNP discovery,
(3) develop software for feature reduction in order to discover important features and
(4) use of data mining algorithms to analyze and classify SNPs.

1.9 Dissertation Overview
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 will provide the reader with the necessary knowledge for SNP discovery. The
chapter will provide a review of the literature that serves as background for this
dissertation.
Chapter 3 will describe the cattle data setting and go into depth of analyzing the data.
Chapter 4 will apply classification methods to SNPs derived from the cattle genome.
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Finally, I will conclude the dissertation in chapter 5 and discuss the major research
achievements in addition to future endeavors.
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CHAPTER 2 - BACKGROUND

2.1 SNP Discovery
Genomic DNA comprises two strands that are complementary to each other. Each strand
is a chain of nucleotides. There are three components to this nucleotide: Deoxyribose (a
sugar), a phosphate group and a base which is made up of nitrogen compound rings. The
base comes in four variants: Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine (G) and Cytosine (C),
and these variants in turn give rise to four different types of nucleotides. When
comparing the DNA of any two human beings, it is found that the strands are verisimilar,
except for minor variations in the nucleotides. Ninety percent of the differences lie in the
single nucleotides between pairs of homologous chromosomes. Taking one strand of the
DNA as a template, any variation in the nucleotide sequence of the template is called
single nucleotide polymorphism or SNP. Put differently, among individuals drawn from
the same population, a SNP is a single-base pair-position in genomic DNA where alleles
exist with different sequences (Brookes 1999). Though a nucleotide can take four
different values (depending on their nitrogen-compound base), in practice however it has
been found that SNPs tend to be bi-allelic in nature, that is to say that only two of the four
bases (A, T, G and C) are seen, and more than two different nucleotide bases is very
rarely found.
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Within a given human population, there are always a proportion of homologous
chromosomes that carry variants of the template which are less common. To distinguish
from the very rare variants, those less-common variants which are found in more than
one percent of the population are given the term "Minor Allele Frequency" (MAF), and
each such SNP is assigned a specific MAF for ease of identification. For instance, SNPs
with MAF > 10% has been found to be present once in every 600 base pairs (Kruglyak
and Nickerson 2001).
Besides within the coding sequences, SNPs can occur anywhere within the DNA
aggregate: in the regions between genes, and also within genetic regions that are not
coded. When within a coding sequence, a SNP may or may not alter the amino code
sequence of the protein that is being produced there; so when both the alleles produce the
same protein, the corresponding SNP is termed "Synonymous", else it is termed "Nonsynonymous". Those SNPs that are outside the regions where protein coding takes place
may still have a say in activities such as gene splicing, transcription factor binding and
sequencing of non-coding RNA.
The significance of SNPs to human genomic research lies in the fact that they influence
the pathology of disease conditions, and they also determine how an individual will
respond to intervention techniques. Because of the importance of SNPs - they are largely
invariant across generations and get inherited as is-, they hold the key to biomedical
research and the development of new diagnostic techniques and pharmacological
interventions.
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The international HapMap project underway since 2002 has been the driving force behind
the generation of large SNP database. Phase III data coming from the project has already
been published. The dbSNP database build 135 presently holds 292 million SNPs
representing 102 different organisms (Sherry et al. 2001).
The 1000 Genomes Project has the mandate to generate a catalog of human genetic
variants with frequencies of at least 1% of the population under study. The project aims
to cover Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) and copy number variants (CNVs),
besides insertion and deletion polymorphisms (Indels). The project is drawing from
geographically diverse sample population, thanks to international participation from
countries such as the US, UK, Germany and China. The data is expected to feed studies
of genetic association in a variety of medical conditions such as cancers, cardiovascular
diseases and also neurological conditions such as schizophrenia and autism.
The methodology adopted in the 1000 genomes project is to cover the sequencing to an
average coverage depth of 4X for each sample; The coverage is not uniformly 4X across
the genome hence the information is not sufficient to arrive at the complete genotype of
each sample, it is estimated that this methodology will allow most variants with
frequencies as low as 1% to come under focus. When this procedure is repeated for 2,000
samples, a very accurate imputation of the variants and genotypes for the individual
samples becomes possible (Meeting Report 2007). This methodology is expected to serve
as a catalyst for the development of the next generation of sequencing platforms, which
are envisioned to be more efficient and robust than the Sanger dideoxynucleotide
capillary platforms.
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From the above discussion, it may be inferred that the propensity of humans to contract
diseases, as also the response that an individual gives to a particular intervention therapy,
is largely differentiated by the underlying variations in their DNA sequences. From the
point of view of biomedical research, SNPs are useful in matching genome regions
between cohorts - such as those with a disease condition and those without. This leads to
the possibility of developing the idea of "personalized" medicine in the future, where
interventions will be based on one's SNP inventory.

2.2 Next-Generation Sequencing
Theterm“next-generation”canbeappliedtotheearlyequipmentsthatwereintroducedby
454 Life Science, Illumina and Applied Biosystems in 2005 and 2006. It can also be
applied to massively parallel sequencing DNA on arrays. Overall, next-generation includes
current and future technologies that can undertake sequencing without Sanger sequencing
method.
Many tools have been developed to map large-scale short sequences to the reference
genome to help identify novel SNPs and structural variations. The most widely used
software includes MAQ, BWA and Bowtie. MAQ stands for Mapping and Assembly
with Qualities. It aligns short sequencing reads to reference sequence such as the human
genome or bacterial genome and calls genotypes from the alignment (Heng Li, Ruan, and
Durbin 2008).AlthoughMAQisveryslowanddoesn’taligngappedsequences,itismore
sensitive than other software and has the ability of calculating the error probability of
each alignment.
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BWA (Burrows-wheeler Alignment) is based on Burrows-Wheeler indexing algorithm; it
aligns short reads against a reference genome and supports gapped alignment (Burrows
and Wheeler 1994; Heng Li and Durbin 2009). BWA is very fast and is able of
calculating mapping quality score, and counting occurrences. In addition, BWA
generates alignment in SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map) format (Heng Li et al. 2009).
Bowtie is alignment software similar to the BWA in utilizing the Burrows-Wheeler
indexing algorithm (Langmead et al. 2009). Bowtie aligns short reads to the human
genome. It ismemoryefficientandultrafast. However,itdoesn’tsupportpaired-end or
gapped alignment.

2.3 Feature Selection
FS can be organized into two categories: feature ranking and subset selection. While subset
selection is searching for the optimal set of features, feature ranking ranks the features and
eliminate features based on a specific threshold.
Subset selection falls into three categories: filters, wrapper, and embedded methods. Filter
methods rank features or feature subsets independently and prior to the application of
classification algorithm. Filtering methods are simple, general, fast and scalable. On the
other hand, the lack of interaction with the classification algorithm can lead to the selection
of a larger features subset.
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Wrapper methods are used within a classifier which evaluates feature subsets based on the
classifier’saccuracyusingcrossvalidation.Theabilitytointeractwiththeclassifierhelps
in achieving a better accuracy than filtering methods. On the other hand, wrapper can cause
over-fitting and are more computationally expensive and slow than the filtering methods.
A less computationally expensive method is the embedded methods which are similar to
wrapper methods but built in the classifier model. More details on feature subset selection
methods were given in the previous chapter.

2.4 Overview of Pervious Studies
Feature Selection (FS) has been applied to many applications and domains in the field of
bioinformatics such as sequence analysis (SL Salzberg et al. 1998), signal analysis (Keles,
van der Laan, and Eisen 2002), microarray analysis (Somorjai, Dolenko, and Baumgartner
2003), mass spectrometry analysis (Ball et al. 2002), and single nucleotide polymorphisms
analysis (SNP) (Shah and Kusiak 2004; Phuong, Lin, and Altman 2005; Lakshmi
Matukumalli et al. 2006).
Shah & Kusiak (Shah and Kusiak 2004) applied various techniques of FS to predict the
drug effectiveness based on genes/SNPs and were able to reduce the features to 85%. Three
different algorithms were used: decision trees, genetic algorithm with filter, wrapper
methods, and a hybrid algorithm based on the previous two algorithms.
Phuong et al. (Phuong, Lin, and Altman 2005) applied another filter FS method named
feature selection using feature similarity (FSFS). The idea of FSFS is to cluster features and
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select one feature from each cluster to represent each cluster, as a result redundant SNPs
were eliminated and the total number of SNPs was decreased.
Matukumalli et al. (Lakshmi Matukumalli et al. 2006) developed a machine learning
method using C4.5 algorithm and achieved an overall accuracy of 97% using five folds
classification. The dataset was derived from the soybean sequencing project. The data was
split into training dataset comprising 27,275 SNPs and test dataset comprising 18,390
SNPs.
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CHAPTER 3 - DATA DESCRIPTION & ANALYZING

In this chapter we will give description of the cattle data set and we’ll go into depth of
analyzing the data set.

3.1 Cattle Genome Sequencing Data
In our experiments, we will be using cattle genome data set which was provided by the
Bovine Functional Genomics Laboratory at the United State Department of Agriculture
(USDA). The sequence data was derived from breeds from Bos taurus and Bos indicus
subspecies. It consisted of 100 animals that originate from 11 different cattle breeds as
shown in table 3-1. Moreover, 50 million bi-allelic SNPs were generated from the data.
The SNPs were ranked based on their quality scores. The data had a total of 180X
coverage of the whole genome from different cattle breeds across the world.
The breeds represented samples from several different geographical regions: Brahman,
Gir, and Nelore samples were from Brazil, Angus, Holstein, Jersey, and Limousine are
from US ; Fleckveih from Germany ; Romangola is Italian breed; Sahiwal and N'Dama
are from Scotland. The DNA samples were extracted from blood, hair or semen.
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Table 3-1: Number of animals per breed
Breed
Abbreviation Number of Animals
Brahman

BR

10

Gir

GI

6

Nelore

NE

11

Angus

AN

10

Holstein

HO

11

Jersey

JE

10

Limousine

LM

11

Fleckveih

FL

1

Romangola

RO

10

Sahiwal

SA

10

N'Dama

ND

10

3.2 Data Analysis
The sequencing data was mapped to cow reference genome assembly (UMD3.0) using
BWA (Heng Li and Durbin 2009) and the alignments in the BAM file format were
analyzed for discovering all the variations observed from each animal within the different
breeds were compiled into a single file for each chromosome. The variation analysis
focused on the bi-allelic SNPs for the development of high density SNP assay in cattle
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containing 770,000 SNP markers. The variation data does not account for tri-allelic SNPs,
indels and structural variants.
Prior to working on the data for polymorphism discovery and validation, we had the need
to create a program to have more detailed prospective of the variation observed in the
cattle. A program was written in Perl programming language and was applied to the data.
The program consists of several procedures which provide detailed information about each
cattle breed. I was able to produce a number of graphical representations that analyze the
different breeds.
Table 3-2 presents the coverage, density and the number of SNPs of each cattle breed.
According to the table, Holstein has the highest coverage of 12X across the cattle breeds.
Gir and Romangola have a low coverage of 3X. The average numbers of SNPs were
175,145 with Brahman being the highest with 298,898 SNPs and Gir being the lowest with
only 60,429 SNPs. The SNP density per kilobase ranges per from 1.2 to 6.1 across the
different cattle breeds.
Figure 3-1 summarizes the number of reads for each cattle breed. As shown in the figure,
Holstein has over 4 million reads from 11 sequenced individuals. Yet, Limousine has only
one million reads from 11 sequenced animals. On the other hand, Fleckveih has 603,971
reads from only one sequenced animal while Gir has less reads of 291,638 that were
sequenced from 6 animals.
In this chapter I am only showing the experimental results of the Angus breed3. Figure 3-2
describes the coverage of the Angus breed where we notice that the 5X has the highest
3

See Appendix A for the other results
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peak. In figure 3-3, we describe the Reference vs. Alternative reads, since reference reads
were based on the Hereford breed which represent Bos taurus subspecies, we notice how
breeds such as Angus that belong to the same species have higher percentage identity as
compared to that of Bos indicus subspecies.
In Figure 3-4 we illustrated the quality of the SNPs, the SNPs quality was based on four
scores with 1 being the lowest and 4 being the highest. The quality of SNPs is based on a
number of factors such as sequence quality, sequence depth, number of alleles observed for
each of the alternative bases. For the SNPs only observed in Angus 5% have very high
quality scores.
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Table 3-2: Number of SNPs per breed
Coverage
Breed

Number of SNPs

Density

Brahman

5X

298,898

5.8

Gir

3X

60,429

1.2

Nelore

8X

314,856

6.1

Angus

5X

131,258

2.5

Holstein

12X

290,157

5.6

Jersey

6X

149,680

2.9

Limousine

6X

156,720

3.0

Fleckveih

6X

87,338

1.7

Romangola

3X

60,630

1.2

Sahiwal

9X

237,679

4.6

N'Dama

7X

138,960

2.7
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2%

N'Dama

16%

5%

13%

24%
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15%

4%
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Figure 3-1: Number of reads per breed
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Figure 3-2: Coverage of the Angus breed

Figure 3-3: Reference Vs
Alternative reads for the Angus
breed

Figure 3-4: SNPs quality for the Angus
breed
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3.3 Genotype
As mentioned in the beginning, SNPs are single base variation in the nucleotide sequence.
Variation can be characterized as transition, transversion or insertion/deletion. Figure 3-5
describes the number of genotypes. In our graph we computed transition and transversion
types of variation. Transition refers to a change of purine to another purine (A  G) or
pyrimidine to another pyrimidine (C  T). Transversion refers to replacement of purine
to pyrimidine or vice versa. In human, transition appears to occur more often than
transversion with a ratio of 2 to 1 (Zhao and Boerwinkle 2002). In Angus breed graph
below, we notice that transition occurs as twice as the transversion.

3.4 Allele Frequencies
Once the genotypes were generated, allele frequencies for all SNPs were calculated. Allele
frequencies are important in determining how well the SNPs are segregating within the
breed. Figure 3-6 describes the allele frequencies for all the SNPs where we notice that the
majority of the allele frequencies fall into 0.41-0.50 range.
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Figure 3-5: Number of Genotypes for the Angus breed
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9,748

13,465

Figure 3-6: Allele frequencies for the Angus breed
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CHAPTER 4 - SNP DISCOVERY CLASSIFICATION

The accomplishment of Human Genome Project (HGP) in 2003 served as a remarkable
milestone in genetics (Collins, Morgan, and Patrinos 2003). The evolution of the human
genetic composition, differences between individual, the genomic variations and their
impact on health and the inclination towards particular diseases are explained by HGP.
Although declared completed in 2003, the analysis of HGP data is still undergoing and is
likely to continue for as long as findings in new genetic and physiological aspects of the
complex non-linear systems go on.
The Next-Generation sequencing technologies have helped in generating huge and
complex extractable data for researchers. However, handling this large amount of data is
no doubt a challenging task. But fortunately, with the progress in data mining and
machine learning in recent years has invented a strong collection of computational tools
have emerged. Machine learning depends on mining knowledge from available data. Data
mining identifies patterns in data available and tries to solve problems with that
information. The process of this discovery must be automatic or semiautomatic and the
patterns and information found must lead to specific advantages namely economic
advantages (Witten and Frank 1999).
Patterns are expressed as black box and transparent box. For the black boxes, its insides
are incomprehensible and for transparent boxes, can represent the structure of the pattern
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and both are widely used for predictions. These methods are useful for making
predictions on new data. Here our goal is to discover patterns among present data and
make predictions using it.
In this chapter, the features that best define a SNP were represented. These features were
evaluated using a supervised learning approach such as Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and Naïve Bayes (NB). Using feature selection approaches, the best combination of
features were determined as well. Moreover, SVM and NB algorithms were used to
classify SNPs.

4.1 Feature Subset Selection
Given an original feature set which defines and describes SNPs comprising n features,
"Feature Subset Selection" (FSS) is a mechanism to identify and select the best subset of
features. Put in logical terms, the FSS process takes as input the original feature set with
n features, and produces as output a feature subset of size m features, where m being <<
n, in such a way that despite the reduced size , the original feature set is still represented
in the new subset.
FSS takes the approach of deploying statistics to identify and eliminate features from n
that are extraneous in the original feature set, in order to arrive at m. These features do
not have any bearing on the input-output characteristics. Examples of FSS techniques
include filtering out such features, deployed by Yang and Pedersen (Yiming Yang &
Pedersen 1997) and wrapping the features around the classifier used (Kohavi & John
1997).
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Such advantage of FSS according to Dash and Liu is that deploying FSS significantly
impacts the learning task in terms of both efficiency and accuracy. The final classification
model becomes more comprehensible as a result. Because m << n and still the subset
manages to retain the original representation that n was providing, it makes the
development of the classifier more cost-effective and also simpler. Another advantage is
that data generation usually carried out using certain core processes; thus FSS allows
discernment of better insight into these processes.

4.2 Dataset Description
As mentioned previously on chapter 3, our data consist of more than 120 animals from
different cattle breeds that were sequenced and assembled using next-generation
sequencing platforms such as the Illumina Genome Analyzer for SNP discovery.
In total, our data had about 180X coverage of the whole genome from 122 animals that
represent 19 different major cattle breeds across the world. A number of different
sequence alignment tools were evaluated for speed, sensitivity, memory efficient, and
compliancy of the output formats. We found BWA to be the best software to use. BWA
generates sequence alignments in Pileup (SAM) format. For closer investigation,
Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV) was used for visualization of the alignments. More
than 55 million high quality bi-allelic SNPs were discovered from the whole genome
sequencing.
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4.2.1 Pileup
Pileup format is a tab-delimited text based format that store large sequence alignments. It
was originally developed by Tony Cox and Zemin Ning at the Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute. Pileup consists of six fields on each line with each line describing a SNP. An
example of pileup format with several lines is shown in table 4-1.

Table 4-1: Pileup format
Chr1
340
Chr1
353
Chr1
355
Chr1
600
Chr1
1054
Chr1
1063

N
N
N
N
N
N

4
4
4
14
10
13

Aaaa
aaaA
aaaT
CTTTTTTTTTTtTt
aAGaAAAAAG
tTtTTTTTCTTtt

F<F?
<EAA
?E@E
!!!;=6=26@;AE@
FF!F8@F@E?
EBFA6F@F@?B.;

Each pileup file must contain six features on each line. The description of each feature is
given in the table 4-2.
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Table 4-2: Detailed description of each column of the pileup format
Feature Number
Description
1
Chromosome name
2
Sorted position of the alignment
3
Reference base
4
The number of reads coving the position
5
Read bases where a capital letter denotes to a read on the
forward stand and a smaller letter denotes to a read on the
reverse strand.
6
Mapping quality where ASCII – 33 gives the Phred base
quality

4.2.2 Feature representation
Feature representation is essential for SNP discovery of the cattle genome. However,
there are many problems with the current SNP discovery methods due to local misalignments as well as features for defining SNP are arbitrary. We identified features that
can help define a SNP. We used the original set of features from the pileup shown in the
table above and expanded on it to include more features that would be useful in SNP
discovery. Our expanded set of features and description are given in the tables 4-3 and 44 respectively.
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Table 4-3: Expanded set of features
Feature Number
Feature
1
Read Depth
2
Number of Reference Allele
3
Number of Alternative Allele
4
Variation Type
5
Number of Total Forward Reads
6
Number of Total Reverse Reads
7
Minimum Quality of Reference Allele
8
Maximum Quality of Reference Allele
9
Average Quality of Reference Allele
10
Minimum Quality of Alternative Allele
11
Maximum Quality of Alternative Allele
12
Average Quality of Alternative Allele
13
Overall Quality Score
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Table 4-4: Detailed description of features
Feature
Description
Read Depth
It counts the number of sequences of the alignment at
the position of variation. It can be defined as: Read
Depth =
Where a, g, c, and t are the
number of occurrences of bases at the position of
variation.
Number of Reference It refers to the frequency of occurrences of the major
Allele
allele.
Number of Alternative It refers to the frequency of occurrences of the minor
Allele
allele.
Variation Type
It can be characterized as transition or transversion.
Forward Reads
It refers to the number of occurrence of the bases A, G,
C, or T of the forward strand.
Reverse Reads
It refers to the number of occurrence of the bases a, g, c,
or t of the reserve strand.
Quality score
Quality score of the bases at the position of variation is
very important when defining a SNP. We derived the
values of minimum, maximum and average score for the
reference allele and alternative allele (Features 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, & 12). In addition, the overall quality score of
both alleles was calculated (Feature 13).

SNPs quality based on four scores with one being the lowest and four being the highest
were used as criteria for differentiating between true and false SNPs. Quality scores were
based on number of factors such as sequence quality, sequence depth, and number of
alleles observed for each of the alternative bases. True SNPs were assigned to SNPs with
a quality score > 2 and false SNPs were assigned to SNPs with a quality score of a value
of 1 or 2. For our analysis, we had 3186 true SNPs and 234,493 false SNPs. In other words,
the number true SNPs are 1.35% of the number of false ones. In addition, we had a total of
six features representing the original set and eighteen features for our expanded set.
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4.2.3 Format Conversion
Our datasets were converted to LIBSVM data format for several reasons. First, we
needed LIBSVM data format for LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR libraries (Chang and Lin
2011; Fan et al. 2008). Second of all, since the data format was heterogeneous (strings,
integers...etc), conversion to LIBSVM data format made it easy to use with different
algorithms.
All attributes were scaled to [-1, +1]. The minimum and maximum values Vmin and Vmax
were calculated. The formula for scaled value of a given value V is:

Scaling is utmost important before applying an algorithm. It primarily helps in depriving
domination of attributes in greater numeric values over attributes in smaller numeric
range. It has another usage which is to avoid numerical hardship during calculations.
Large attributes have the tendency to arise numerical difficulty since kernel values rely
on the inner products of feature vectors, Linear scaling of each attribute to the range [-1;
+1] is highly recommended. Altogether, we had 10782 features for our original dataset
and 10602 features for our expanded dataset.

4.3 Implementation
We have applied several algorithms as follows:


SVM (LIBSVM & LIBLINEAR libraries)



Naive Bayes
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Feature Subset Selection
o Sequential Forward Selection (SFS)
o Sequential Backward Selection (SBS)
o bidirectional search (BDS)
o Hybrid algorithm

Our experiment had been carried out using LIBSVM & LIBLINEAR libraries for SVM
implementation (Chang and Lin 2011; Fan et al. 2008). All datasets were converted from
original data format to LIBSVM data format by special conversion script written in Perl
programming language. Naïve Bayes and feature selection algorithms were written in
Perl programming language as well. A five fold cross-validation with random seed was
used on the training dataset. To perform a cross validation, the dataset was divided into
five subsets and the classifier algorithms were recursively trained on four subsets and
tested on the remaining subsets.

4.3.1 Evaluation Measures
Many different measures were used to determine the performance of the classification
algorithms such as SVM, Naïve Bayes and feature selection algorithms. Typical
performance measures that were utilized include accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
specificity, balanced accuracy (BAC), balanced error rate (BER) area under the ROC
curve (AUC) and F-score. For SVM and Naïve Bayes algorithms, the evaluation
measures were calculated using Perl script.
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4.3.2 Dataset issue
Since our dataset was unbalanced in terms of the number of true and false SNPs, the
straightforward approach to running LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR was not successful. We
have found that LIBSVM/LIBLINEAR classifier tend to learn the majority “all false
SNPs” in which we get 98% of accuracy, since the number of true SNPS is too small
compared to number of false ones.
A helpful feature in LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR is a method to specify weights for the
classes. We can put more weight to true SNPs and force the classifier to learn true SNPS
as well as false ones. We found out that the best performance results can be received
when the weights of classes is approximately proportional to the number of SNPs in
another class. As a result of doing this, the weight of the class leveraged the number of
SNPs in the class and made LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR learn two unbalanced classes
with approximately equal accuracy.
Furthermore, we tried under sampling of false SNPs. The cross-validation results and the
prediction results were similar compared to the weight method. However, we considered
this approach experimental due to the fact of small number of train data and the huge
number of features.

4.3.3 LIBLINEAR
Chih-Chung Chang and Chih-Jen Lin, the creators of LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR
libraries, argue that for a large number of features, LIBLINEAR would work faster and
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provides similar results as of LIBSVM library (Chang and Lin 2011; Fan et al. 2008).
We utilized both methods and found that to be true. The conversion of strings data into
LIBSVM format resulted in a huge number of features which lead to slow performance
using LIBSVM library. On the other hand, LIBLINEAR library proved to be faster with
the same classification performance as LIBSVM. It took us a number of days to run
LIBSVM on the server compared to few hours using LIBLINEAR.

4.3.4 Naïve Bayes implementation
We have tried both maximum a posteriori (MAP) and maximum likelihood (ML)
versions of Naïve Bayes algorithm. Both versions differ only in prior probabilities of
classes’estimation.ForMAP,weassumepriorsproportionaltotrainingitemsnumberof
the particular class, whereas we do not estimate priors for ML. The cross-validation
results for all features show that both versions give approximately similar results.
However, we noticed that for any given small number of features, ML performs better
than MAP. In fact, ML performs well with a single feature while MAP only gives
meaningful performance starting with four features.

4.3.5 Feature subset selection implementation
Feature subset selection is searching for the optimal set of features. Our approaches to
implementing feature subset selection were based on filter, wrapper and hybrid methods.
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Filter method ranks features or feature subsets independently and prior to the application of
classification algorithm. Wrapper method is used within a classifier which evaluates feature
subsetsbasedontheclassifier’saccuracyusingcrossvalidation.Theabilitytointeractwith
the classifier helps in achieving a better accuracy than filtering methods. Hybrid method is
a combination of both filter and wrapper methods. Information gain or information
measure is used as an evaluation feature subset measure for the filter approach and Naïve
Bayes is considered as the classification algorithm for the wrapper approach.
Since strings features are considered to provide maximum information gain value equal
to the entropy of all dataset, these features were removed initially from feature subset
selection based on information gain. We run a feature subset selection for all non-strings
features and then added the strings features to the best feature sets and evaluated them
with both the filter approach and the wrapper approach. The features that reduce the
evaluation performance were removed from best feature set. On the same token, the
features that improve evaluation performance were added to the best feature set. It turns
out, that adding and removing certain features improve the performance.
We have implemented several different feature subset selection algorithms like sequential
forward selection (SFS), sequential backward selection (SBS), bidirectional search (BDS)
and hybrid. SFS, SBS and BDS algorithms are implemented based on the filter and
wrapper approaches. Information measure is used as an evaluation feature subset measure
for the filter approach and Naïve Bayes is considered as the classification algorithm for
the wrapper approach. Hybrid algorithms is a combination of both filter and wrapper
methods. The stopping criterion was defined in terms of detecting a decrease in either the
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filter or wrapper performance evaluation. The framework of feature subset selection
algorithms is shown in Figure 4-1 below.

Dataset

Data Scaling

Feature Subset Selection Algorithms

Best Feature Subset
Figure 4-1: Feature Selection implementation

4.4 Results
Like previously mentioned, a five fold cross-validation with random seed was used on the
dataset. Many different measures were used to determine the performance of the
classification algorithms of SVM, Naïve Bayes and feature selection algorithms. Typical
performance measures that were utilized include accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
specificity, balanced accuracy (BAC), balanced error rate (BER) area under the ROC
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curve (AUC) and F-score. All the evaluation measures were calculated using Perl
programming language. We chose balanced accuracy (BAC) and area under receiver
operating characteristic curve or AUC as our primary evaluation measures for the various
classification results comparison. AUC tells us how good the classifier in distinguishing
between true and false SNPs. It also helps in assessment of classifiers in dealing with
imbalanced data set like in our case. Other measures were considered in the later
subsections.
We noticed that in all results have a small value of precision and F-score. The low
percentage of precision can be explained due to large number of negative SNPs compared
to the positive ones. In fact, the number of false positives was much greater than the
number of true positives. The small value of F-score was due to a low percentage of
precision. The synopsis of cross-validation balanced accuracy (BAC) for all algorithms
are represented in table 4-5 and figure 4-2, respectively.
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Table 4-5: Evaluation results for SVM, Naïve Bayes and Feature Selection
SVM
Naïve Bayes
Feature Selection
(best feature set)

Original Feature Data
Expanded Feature Data

BAC
0.684
0.789

AUC
0.723
0.857

BAC
0.641
0.659

AUC
0.672
0.706

BAC Original

BAC Expanded

AUC Original

AUC Expanded

BAC
0.702
0.726

AUC
0.740
0.804

0.857
0.789
0.723
0.706
0.672
0.659
0.641
Naïve Bayes

0.684

SVM

0.804
0.74
0.726
0.702

Feature Selection

Figure 4-2: Evaluation results for SVM, Naïve Bayes and Feature Selection
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Table 4-5 shows the classification performance for both the original and expanded feature
datasets. The classification performance for our original data using SVM with an average
BAC and AUC scores are 68.4% and 72.3%, respectively. In comparison, Naïve Bayes
shows an average BAC and AUC scores of 64.1% and 67.2%, respectively (4.3% and
5.1% decrease from SVM). The classification performance for the best feature set of
original data shows an average BAC and AUC scores of 70.2% and 74%, respectively.
The classification performance for our expanded data using SVM with an average BAC
and AUC score are 78.9% and 85.7%, respectively. In comparison, Naïve Bayes shows
an average BAC and AUC score of 65.9% and 70.6%, respectively (13% and 15.1%
decrease from SVM). The classification performance for the best feature set of expanded
data shows an average BAC and AUC scores of 72.6% and 80.4%, respectively.

4.4.1 SVM analysis
To alleviate the dominance of the negative class due to an unbalanced dataset, the
weights options LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR were very helpful in calculating the
classification performance. We put more weight to the positive class and force the
classifier to learn positive class as well as negative one. Table 4-6 shows the
classification performance for both the original and expanded datasets. For each
classification results, the sensitivity, specificity, precision, BAC score, BER score, Fscore and AUC score are reported.
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Table 4-6: Evaluation results using SVM
Sensitivity Specificity Precision

BAC

BER

F-score

AUC

Original
Feature
Dataset

0.633

0.735

0.0314

0.684

0.316

0.0599

0.723

0.799

0.778

0.0467

0.789

0.211

0.0883

0.857

Expanded
Feature
Dataset

Original

Expanded
0.857

0.789
0.723

0.684

BAC

AUC

Figure 4-3: BAC and AUC results using SVM
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Figure 4-3 shows the classification performance for both the original and expanded
datasets. The results indicate that feature generation performed significantly better than
the original dataset. In regard to prediction, table 4-7 lists the prediction results for both
the original and expanded datasets.

Table 4-7: Prediction results using SVM
True SNPs

False SNPs

Original Set

394,334

785,962

Expanded Set

450,464

729,832

4.2.2 Naïve Bayes analysis
For Naïve Bayes, we have tried both maximum a posteriori (MAP) and maximum
likelihood (ML) versions. Both versions differ only in prior probabilities of classes’
estimation. The cross-validation results show that both versions give approximately
similar balanced accuracy (BAC) results. However, maximum a posteriori yielded low
sensitivity and high specificity. In addition, we noticed that for any given small number
of features, ML performs better than MAP. In fact, ML performs well with a single
feature while MAP only gives meaningful performance starting with four features.
Moreover, ML version predicts positive and negative classes more evenly whereas MAP
does not. For reasons above, we only showed the results for the maximum likelihood
version. Table 4-8 shows the classification performance for both the original and
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expanded datasets using all features. For each classification results, the sensitivity,
specificity, precision, BAC score, BER score, F-score and AUC score are reported.

Table 4-8: Evaluation results for Naïve Bayes
Sensitivity Specificity Precision

BAC

BER

F-score

AUC

0.674

0.609

0.0236

0.641

0.359

0.0455

0.672

Expanded 0.666

0.652

0.0277

0.659

0.341

0.0529

0.706

Original

Figure 4-4 shows the classification performance for both the original and expanded
datasets. The results indicate a slight impact of expanded data over the original dataset.
In regard to prediction, table 4-9 lists the prediction results for both the original and
expanded datasets.
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Original

Expanded
0.706

0.672
0.659

0.641

BAC

AUC

Figure 4-4: BAC and AUC results for Naïve Bayes
Table 4-9: Prediction results using Naïve Bayes
True SNPs

False SNPs

Original Set

214,483

965,813

Expanded Set

262,663

917,296

4.4.3 Feature selection analysis
We have implemented several different feature subset selection algorithms like sequential
forward selection (SFS), sequential backward selection (SBS), bidirectional search (BDS)
and hybrid. SFS, SBS and BDS algorithms are implemented based on the filter and
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wrapper approaches. Information measure is used as an evaluation feature subset measure
for the filter approach and Naïve Bayes is considered as the classification algorithm for
the wrapper approach. For the original dataset, we have found out that read bases and
quality score features give us the best BAC score with 70.2%. Table shows that 4-10
shows the classification performance for each different subset. For each classification
results, the sensitivity, specificity, precision, BAC score, BER score, F-score and AUC
score are reported. Figure 4-5 shows BAC and AUC scores for each feature subset.

Table 4-10: Different feature subset results
Features subset Sensitivity Specificity Precision

BAC

BER

F-score

AUC

Read Bases
Quality Score

0.565

0.839

0.0477

0.702 0.298

0.0875

0.740

Quality Score

0.581

0.516

0.0162

0.548 0.452

0.0315

0.657

Read Bases

0.476

0.874

0.0501

0.675 0.325

0.0904

0.711

0.694

0.564

0.0216

0.629 0.371

0.0419

0.660

Read Bases
Quality Score
Position
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BAC

AUC

0.74
0.711

0.702

0.675
0.66

0.657
0.629

0.548
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Figure 4-5: BAC and AUC results for different feature sets

Now looking at our expanded set, we ran for all non-strings features and then added the
read bases feature to the best feature sets and evaluated them with both the filter approach
and the wrapper approach. It turn out that the position feature resulted in decreasing the
BAC score to 50% so it was removed from our evaluation. Table 4-11 display the results
for each filtering approach.
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Table 4-11: Features ordered by feature selection
Sequential Forward
Sequential Backward

bidirectional search

Selection

Selection

Maximum Quality of Alternative

Maximum Quality of Alternative

Maximum Quality of Alternative

Allele

Allele

Allele

Average Overall Quality Score

Average Quality of Alternative

Average Overall Quality Score

Allele
Average Quality of Alternative

Minimum Quality of Alternative

Average Quality of Alternative

Allele

Allele

Allele

Number of Reference Allele

Average Overall Quality Score

Number of Reference Allele

Minimum Quality of Reference

Average Quality of Reference

Minimum Quality of Reference

Allele

Allele

Allele

Total Number of Reverse Reads

Minimum Quality of Reference

Variation Type

Allele
Variation Type

Minimum Overall Quality Score

Average Quality of Reference
Allele

Total Number of Forward Reads

Number of Alternative Allele

Number of Alternative Allele

Maximum Quality of Reference

Variation Type

Minimum Quality of Alternative

Allele
Average Quality of Reference

Allele
Number of Reference Allele

Minimum Overall Quality Score

Total Number of Reverse Reads

Total Number of Reverse Reads

Number of Reads

Maximum Overall Quality Score

Maximum Overall Quality Score

Number of Alternative Allele

Maximum Quality of Reference

Maximum Quality of Reference

Allele

Allele

Maximum Overall Quality Score

Number of Reads

Number of Reads

Minimum Overall Quality Score

Total Number of Forward Reads

Total Number of Forward Reads

Allele
Minimum Quality of Alternative
Allele

In table 4-11, sequential forward selection adds features one after another with the
greatest information gain in descending order. In comparison, sequential backward
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selection keeps removing features with the smallest information gain to last. Since
bidirectional search adds one feature and then remove another feature at each step, its
ordered features sequence starts the same as sequential forward selection and ends the
same way as sequential backward selection. Now different subsets were evaluated and
reported in table 4-12. Number of features, the sensitivity, specificity, BAC score and
AUC score are reported for each subset.
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Table 4-12: Classification results for best feature sets
Number of Feature Set
Sensitivity
Specificity
Features
S0
0.694
0.740
1

BAC

AUC

0.717

0.847

2

S1

0.722

0.796

0.759

0.839

5

S2

0.796

0.782

0.789

0.870

6

S3

0.799

0.776

0.787

0.864

6

S4

0.793

0.788

0.791

0.869

6

S5

0.793

0.784

0.788

0.868

7

S6

0.738

0.795

0.766

0.838

7

S7

0.794

0.786

0.790

0.869

7

S8

0.798

0.777

0.788

0.863

7

S9

0.797

0.777

0.787

0.864

8

S10

0.795

0.779

0.787

0.863

8

S11

0.739

0.793

0.766

0.837

8

S12

0.764

0.796

0.780

0.852

9

S13

0.739

0.795

0.767

0.836

12

S14

0.748

0.781

0.764

0.833

13

S15

0.742

0.800

0.771

0.842

In table 5-13, the best feature subset is S4 with six features total with BAC and AUC
scores of 79.1% and 86.9%, respectively. If we use read bases feature individually or add
it to our best subset found, we get the following results shown in table 5-16. The
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classification performance for the best feature set shows BAC and AUC scores of 72.6%
and 80.4%, respectively.

Table 4-13: Classification results for best feature sets
Feature Set
Sensitivity Specificity BAC AUC
Read Bases
0.476
0.874
0.675 0.711
Read Bases
Number of Reference Allele
Number of Alternative Allele
Variation Type
Number of Forward Reads
Maximum Quality of Alternative Allele
Overall Average of Quality Score

0.563

0.889

0.726 0.804

4.5 Conclusion
To our knowledge, our study is the first of a kind that included projected prediction
results for true and false polymorphism in a large scale. We have applied classification
algorithms such as Support Vector Machines and Naïve Bayes to polymorphism
discovery from cattle breeds, where the performance of SVM outperformed the Naïve
Bayes performance. Additionally, we showed how expanded features data improve the
effectiveness of the classification accuracy compared to original feature data set. It
showed a positive impact on polymorphism discovery and can be tailored and applied to
other genomics problems.
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION

Computational approaches to apply feature selection algorithms to genotypic data of the
cattle breeds were proposed in this dissertation work. Some of the classification
algorithms such as Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines were applied to single
nucleotide polymorphism data and they showed promising results. After performing
literature reviews and analyzing the structure of cattle data set, the specific objectives of
this dissertation were:
(1) develop software for analyzing cattle genome sequence data for putative SNP
discovery and exploring genetic variation among the various cattle breeds.
(2) define and extract a set of features for SNP discovery,
(3) develop software for feature reduction in order to discover important features and
(4) use of data mining algorithms to analyze and classify SNPs.
In order to achieve objective (1), we identified and compared the coverage, density and
quality of SNPs for each of the cattle breeds. In addition, we computed and analyzed the
various classes of SNPs. Furthermore, allele frequencies for all putative SNPs were
calculated. All experimental results can be found on Appendix A.
To achieve objective (2), we first represented a number of features that are essential for
defining a SNP. Furthermore, we expanded our features set by additional features that
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can be useful in SNP discovery. These features were evaluated using data mining
algorithms.
To achieve objective (3), feature selection techniques were employed in order to reduce
the number of original features. A number of techniques that were used include forward
selection, backward elimination and bidirectional selection which utilized a handful of
relevant features.
To achieve objective (4), Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes were used in
combination with feature selection techniques to classify SNPs. The classification
accuracy was improved when coupled with feature selection techniques.

5.1 Future Directions
Many stimulating ideas for future work can arise from the findings of this dissertation.
First, the research methodology can be applied on various genotypic data. Additionally,
the effect of applying individual classification and clustering algorithms can be explored.
Another future avenue could be the extension of the research methodology to create an
ensemble classifier based on the mining algorithms used in an attempt to improve the
prediction results.
Finally, as this research forms a multidiscipline interest to both biologists and Artificial
intelligence researchers, benchmarking the data, the code and the results will allow both
teams to add to this research.
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APPENDIX A BREEDS CHARTS
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Figure A-1: Coverage of the Brahman Breed.
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Figure A-2: Coverage of the GIR breed
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Figure A-3: Coverage of the Holstein breed
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Figure 1-9: SNPs quality for the Holstein breed
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Figure 1-10: Number of Genotypes for the Brahman breed
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Figure A-11: Number of Genotypes for the Gir breed
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